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INTRODUCTION
Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over a commutative field k. Our
objective in this paper is to describe the torsion pairs in the category
mod A of finitely generated right A-modules, using the methods of the
representation theory of algebras. The notion of a torsion theory now also
.called torsion pair in an abelian category was introduced by Dickson in
w x9 . Torsion and torsion-free classes in the module category of an artin
w xalgebra were studied by Auslander and Smalù in 5 , who introduced the
notions of Ext-projective and Ext-injective modules and used these to give
sufficient conditions for the existence of relative almost split sequences in
 .these classes. They also pointed out that torsion or torsion-free classes
 .provide examples of contravariantly or covariantly, respectively finite
subcategories, concepts which have found many applications in representa-
tion theory.
Examples of Ext-projective and Ext-injective modules are provided by
 w x.partial tiling modules see 3, 21 . Indeed, let T be a partial tilting
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 .module, then T is Ext-projective in the class Gen T of all modules
generated by T , this class is a torsion class, and the corresponding
 .torsion-free class is the class Ker Hom T , y of all modules M such thatA
 .Hom T , M s 0. Dually, if T is a partial cotilting module, then T isA
 .Ext-injective in the torsion-free class Cogen T of all modules cogenerated
 .by T and the corresponding torsion class is the class Ker Hom y, T ofA
 .  w  .  .x.all modules N such that Hom N, T s 0 see 3, 1.5 ; 8, 1.2 . Con-A
 .versely, if A is a hereditary algebra, and T, F is a torsion pair in mod A,
then any Ext-projective in T and any Ext-injective in F is trivially a partial
w xtilting and cotilting module. Now, by a result of Smalù 23 , a partial tilting
module is a tilting module over an appropriate quotient of the algebra A,
which is hereditary if A is. Therefore the description of torsion pairs
induced by partial tilting or cotilting modules over a hereditary algebra
should be easy because, using the theory of tilted algebras, one can give a
reasonably precise description of the relative almost split sequences.
w x  .It was shown by Geigle and Lenzing in 10 that, if T, F is a torsion
pair in an abelian category and T is an object in T of projective dimension
 H H.at most one, then T l T , F l T is a torsion pair in the right
perpendicular category T H of T. Our first main theorem uses this fact to
give an explicit construction of all the torsion pairs over an algebra A
having as an Ext-projective torsion module a fixed partial tilting module T
such that t T is a partial cotilting module. We need the following notation:
if C , D are two full subcategories of mod A closed under direct sums and
 .isomorphic images, we denote by E C , D the full subcategory of mod A
of all the modules M such that there exists a short exact sequence
0 ª M X ª M ª MY ª 0 with M X in D and MY in C. We use without
further reference properties of almost split sequences and the Auslander]
y1 w xReiten translations t s DTr and t s TrD as in 4, 21 . For tilting
w xtheory, we refer to 3 .
 .THEOREM A . Let A be an algebra.
 .a If T is a partial tilting module such that t T is a partial cotiltingA
 X X. H   X  ..module and T , F is a torsion pair in T , then E T , Gen T ,
  . X..E Cogen t T , F is a torsion pair in mod A for which T is an Ext-projec-
ti¨ e torsion module.
 .  .b Con¨ersely, if T, F is a torsion pair in mod A and T is Ext-pro-
 .  Hjecti¨ e in T such that pd T F 1 and id t T F 1, then T s E T l T ,
 ..   . H.Gen T and F s E Cogen t T , F l T .
 .We also get a lattice isomorphism between the complete lattice of
torsion classes in mod A having a given partial tilting module T as an
 . H Ext-projective, and the complete lattice of torsion classes in T see
 ..2.2 .
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We now apply the preceding results to the case where A is hereditary.
We first assume that not all of the postprojective A-modules are torsion-
free. This implies the existence of a postprojective Ext-projective torsion
 .module 3.1 . Passing to its perpendicular category, we are reduced, by
 .Theorem A , to the study of a torsion pair over a hereditary algebra
having a smaller number of isomorphism classes of simple modules. We
also prove that, if there exist infinitely many isomorphism classes of
indecomposable postprojective torsion modules, then our torsion pair is
induced by a tilting module without preinjective direct summands of the
w x   ..type studied by Hoshino in 12 see 3.3 . As a consequence, we obtain a
complete classification of the splitting torsion pairs over a hereditary
algebra, that is, of the torsion pairs such that any indecomposable module
 .is either torsion or torsion-free 4.3 . These results and their duals leave
one to consider the case where the postprojective component consists
entirely of torsion-free modules and the preinjective component consists
entirely of torsion modules. We then show the following theorem.
 .THEOREM B . Let A be a representation-infinite hereditary algebra and
 .T, F be a torsion pair such that all postprojecti¨ e modules are torsion-free
while all preinjecti¨ e modules are torsion. Then T has no non-zero Ext-projec-
ti¨ es if and only if F has no non-zero Ext-injecti¨ es. Moreo¨er, in this case:
 .  .a If A is tame, then T, F is splitting.
 .  .b If A is wild, then either T, F is splitting or else each regular
component C contains quasi-simple modules M and N such that the indecom-
 . posable torsion-free or torsion modules in C are precisely the modules X or
.Y such that there exists a sequence of irreducible morphisms M ª ??? ª X
 .or Y ª ??? ª N, respecti¨ ely .
Further, we show that each wild hereditary algebra has a non-splitting
 .torsion pair of the type described in the theorem 5.6 .
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 1, we set the notation,
recall the relevant definitions, and prove some preliminary results. In
Section 2, we describe our basic construction and, applying it, we prove
 .Theorem A . Section 3 is devoted to the case where there exist postpro-
jective torsion modules. In Section 4, we give the complete classification of
the splitting torsion pairs over hereditary algebras, and Section 5 contains
 .the proof of Theorem B .
1. PARTIAL TILTING MODULES AND TORSION THEORIES
1.1. Notation. Throughout this paper, k denotes a fixed commutative
field and A a basic and connected finite-dimensional associative k-algebra
with an identity. All our A-modules are finitely generated right modules,
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and we denote their category by mod A. The standard duality between
op  .mod A and mod A is denoted by D s Hom y, k . For a k-lineark
category C , we denote by ind C a full subcategory of C consisting of a
complete set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of indecompos-
 .able objects of C , and we set ind A s ind mod A . We agree to say that
C is finite if ind C has finitely many objects. For an A-module M, we
 .denote by add M the full subcategory of mod A consisting of the direct
 .   ..sums of direct summands of M, and by Gen M or Cogen M the full
 .subcategory of mod A generated or cogenerated, respectively by M. The
 .projective or injective dimension of an A-module M is denoted by pd M
 .or id M, respectively and the global dimension of A is denoted by
gl.dim. A. Given a k-linear functor F: mod A ª mod k, we denote by
Ker F the full subcategory of mod A consisting of the modules M such
 .that F M s 0.
Given two A-modules M and T , we denote by t M the trace of T in M,T
that is, the submodule of M generated by the images of all the morphisms
from T to M, and by r M the reject of T in M, that is, the intersection ofT
 w x.the kernels of all the morphisms from M to T see 1, Section 8 .
 .1.2. Torsion Pairs. A torsion pair or torsion theory in an abelian
 .  .category A is a pair T, F of full subcategories such that Hom M, N s 0A
for all M g T and N g F, and these two classes are maximal for this
 . property. The class T or F is called the torsion class or the torsion-free
. class and its objects are called torsion objects or torsion-free objects,
. respectively . A full subcategory of A is the torsion class or the torsion-free
.class of some torsion pair if and only if it is closed under quotients, direct
sums, and extensions or submodules, direct products and extensions,
.  .respectively . If T, F is a torsion pair in A, to each object M in A is
associated a unique short exact sequence called the canonical sequence
.for M
0 ª tM ª M ª MrtM ª 0
 .such that tM g T and MrtM g F. The functor t: A ª T is a radical
w xsubfunctor of the identity, called the torsion radical 9, 24 .
We are particularly interested by the torsion pairs in mod A induced by
partial tilting or cotilting modules. A module T is a partial tilting orA
.  . 1  .cotilting module if pd T F 1 or id T F 1, respectively and Ext T , T s 0.A
For properties of partial tilting or cotilting modules, we refer the reader to
w x  w x.3 or 8, 21 .
LEMMA. Let A be an algebra.
 .   .  ..a If T is a partial tilting module, then Gen T , Ker Hom T , y isA
a torsion pair in mod A, and its torsion radical is gi¨ en by the trace t .T
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 .   .b If T is a partial cotilting module, then Ker Hom y, T ,A
 ..Cogen T is a torsion pair in mod A, and its torsion radical is gi¨ en by the
reject r .T
 . w  .x  .Proof. a follows from 3, 1.5 , and b is proved dually.
1.3. Ext-projecti¨ es and Ext-injecti¨ es. If C is a full subcategory of
mod A which is closed under extensions, a module M in C is called
 . 1  . <  1  . <Ext-projecti¨ e or Ext-injecti¨ e in C if Ext M, y s 0 or Ext y, MC CA A
. w x  .s 0, respectively 5 . If T, F is a torsion pair in mod A, an indecompos-
 . able module M g T or N g F is Ext-projective in T or Ext-injective in
.  y1 .  w  .  .xF if and only if t M g F or t N g T, respectively see 5, 3.4 , 3.7 or
w  .x.  .3, 1.4 . For example, if T is a partial tilting or cotilting module, thenA
 .   . .T is Ext-projective in Gen T or Ext-injective in Cogen T , respectively .
 .In fact, if T is a tilting or cotilting module, that is, if it is a partial tiltingA
 .or cotilting module such that the number of isomorphism classes of its
indecomposable summands equals the number of isomorphism classes of
 . simple A-modules, then the Ext-projectives in Gen T or the Ext-injec-
 . .  .  wtives in Cogen T , respectively coincide with the objects of add T see 3,
 .x.1.6 . We need the following proposition.
PROPOSITION. Let A be an algebra and T be a partial tilting module. TheA
 .set T T of all torsion classes T such that T is Ext-projecti¨ e in T is a
 .  .complete lattice under inclusion. Further, T T has Gen T as a least
1  . element and Ker Ext T , y as a greatest element and the latter class isA
.induced by a tilting module ha¨ing T as a summand .
 .Proof. Since Gen T is a torsion class having T as Ext-projective and it
is contained in any torsion class containing T , the partially ordered set
 .  .  .T T admits Gen T as a least element. On the other hand, let T g T T .
 . 1  .By definition of T T , we have Ext T , M s 0 for all M g T. HenceA
1  .T : Ker Ext T , y .A
1  .We now show that Ker Ext T , y is induced by a tilting module havingA
 w  .x w  .x.T as a summand. We use Bongartz' construction see 8, 2.1 or 3, 1.7 :
let
0 ª A ª E ª T d ª 0A
1  .be Bongartz' exact sequence, where d s dim Ext T , A , then E [ T is ak A
1  . 1  .tilting A-module. Clearly, Ker Ext E [ T , y : Ker Ext T , y . On theA A
 . 1  .other hand, applying Hom y, M with M g Ker Ext T , y to the exactA A
sequence above yields an exact sequence
??? ª Ext1 T d , M ª Ext1 E, M ª Ext1 A , M s 0. .  .  .A A A
1  . 1  .Thus Ext E, M s 0 so that M g Ker Ext E [ T , y . This shows thatA A
1  . 1  .Ker Ext T , y s Ker Ext E [ T , y . Since E [ T is a tilting module,A A
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1  .  .  w  .x.this implies that Ker Ext T , y s Gen E [ T by 3, 1.6 . Conse-A
 .quently, it is the greatest element of T T .
 .  .In order to show that T T is a complete lattice, we note that if Tl lg L
 .  .is a family of elements of T T , then clearly F T g T T , and hencelg L l
 .F T is the infimum of the family T . On the other hand, thelg L l l lg L
  . < 4class T g T T T = T for all l g L is not empty, because it containsl
1  .  .Ker Ext T , y , hence its intersection yields the supremum of T .A l lg L
1.4. Perpendicular Categories. Let A be an algebra. The right perpendic-
ular category T H of an A-module T is defined to be the full subcategory of
 . 1  .mod A of all modules M such that Hom T , M s 0 and Ext T , M s 0.A A
Then T H is an additive subcategory of mod A, closed under kernels and
extensions. If moreover pd T F 1, then T H is closed under cokernels and
images, and is thus an abelian exact subcategory of mod A. Let now A be
an algebra having n isomorphism classes of simple modules and T be a
partial tilting module such that each indecomposable summand T of T is0
 . projective, or else satisfies Hom T , A s 0 this is clearly equivalent toA 0
requiring that T is a partial tilting module and t T a partial cotilting
.module , then, if T has m isomorphism classes of indecomposable sum-
mands, T H is equivalent to mod B, where B is an algebra having n y m
w xisomorphism classes of simple modules, and gl.dim.B F gl.dim. A; see 10 .
 .LEMMA. Let A be an algebra, T, F be a torsion pair in mod A, and T
be Ext-projecti¨ e in T such that pd T F 1. Then:
 . Ha If M g T, then Mrt M g T .T
 . X Yb For any module M, a short exact sequence 0 ª M ª M ª M ª
X  . Y H0 with M g Gen T and M g T is isomorphic to the canonical sequence
  .  ..of M in Gen T , Ker Hom T , y .A
Proof. The short exact sequence
0 ª t M ª M ª Mrt M ª 0T T
 .is, by 1.2 , the canonical sequence of M in the torsion pair
  .  ..  .Gen T , Ker Hom T , y . In particular, Hom T , Mrt M s 0. Now,A A T
1  .M g T implies Mrt M g T. Thus Ext T , Mrt M s 0 and so Mrt MT A T T
H  .  . Hg T . This shows a , while b follows from the fact that T :
 .Ker Hom T , y .A
2. THE MAIN CONSTRUCTION
2.1. Our first theorem explains how torsion classes in mod A having a
given partial tilting module T as Ext-projective are constructed from
torsion classes in T H .
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THEOREM. Let A be an algebra.
 . X Ha If T is a partial tilting module and T is a torsion class in T ,A
 X  ..then E T , Gen T is a torsion class in mod A, for which T is an Ext-projec-
ti¨ e.
 .b If T is a torsion class in mod A and T is an Ext-projecti¨ e in TA
 H  ..such that pd T F 1, then T s E T l T ,Gen T .
 .  X  ..Proof. a Put T s E T , Gen T . We must show that T is a torsion
class in mod A and that T is Ext-projective in T.
1  . <We first show that Ext T , y s 0. For M g T, there exists a shortTA
exact sequence
0 ª M X ª M ª MY ª 0
X  . Y X  .with M g Gen T and M g T . Applying the functor Hom T , y yieldsA
an exact sequence
??? ª Ext1 T , M X ª Ext1 T , M ª Ext1 T , MY ª 0. .  .  .A A A
X  . 1  X. YSince M g Gen T , we have Ext T , M s 0. On the other hand, M gA
X H 1  Y . 1  .T : T gives Ext T , M s 0. Hence Ext T , M s 0.A A
 .Observe that, by 1.4 , the above short exact sequence is isomorphic to
  .  ..the canonical sequence for M in Gen T , Ker Hom T , y .A
We next show that T is closed under quotients. Let f : M ª N be an
epimorphism with M g T. Taking the canonical sequences for M and N in
  .  ..Gen T , Ker Hom T , y , we have a commutative diagram with exactA
rows:
u ¨6 6 6 60 t M M Mrt M 0T T
6 6 6
X Yf f f
X Xu ¨6 6 6 60 t N N Nrt N 0.T T
Indeed, t is a subfunctor of the identity, hence f restricts to a morphismT
f X: t M ª t N, and f Y follows by passing to the cokernels. Since f , ¨ X areT T
Y 1  Y . 1  .epimorphisms, so is f and hence so is Ext T , f : Ext T , Mrt M ªA A T
1  . XExt T , Nrt N . Now, by definition of T, we have Mrt M g T : T.A T T
1  . 1  .Hence Ext T , Mrt M s 0 and consequently Ext T , Nrt N s 0.A T A T
 . HSince Hom T , Nrt N s 0, we have Nrt N g T . Since Mrt M,A T T T
Nrt N g T H and Mrt M g T X, we have Nrt N g T X. Hence N g T.T T T
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We now prove that T is closed under extensions. Let 0 ª L ª M ª N
ª 0 be a short exact sequence with L, N g T. As above, we deduce a
commutative diagram with exact rows and columns.
0 0 0
6 6 66 6 6
0 t L t M t NT T T
6 6 66 6 6 6
0 L M N 0
6 6 6
f 6 6 6
Lrt L Mrt M Nrt N 0T T T
6 6 6
0 0 0.
We must show that M g T. It suffices to prove that Mrt M g T X. WeT
 .already know that Hom T , Mrt M s 0. Let J s Im f. We claim thatA T
J g T X. Since we have an epimorphism Lrt L ª J and Lrt L g T X itT T
H  .suffices to show that J g T . Now the functor Hom T , y applied toA
 .the monomorphism J ª Mrt M yields a monomorphism Hom T , J ªT A
 .Hom T , Mrt M , and the same applied to the epimorphism Lrt L ª JA T T
1  . 1  .  .yields an epimorphism Ext T , Lrt L ª Ext T , J . Hence Hom T , JA T A A
1  . H Xs 0 and Ext T , J s 0. This shows that J g T and hence J g T .A
Finally, the short exact sequence 0 ª J ª Mrt M ª Nrt N ª 0 whoseT T
end terms belong to T X gives Mrt M g T X. This completes the proof ofT
 .a .
 .b Assume that T is a torsion class in mod A and that T is an
Ext-projective in T such that pd T F 1. In particular, T is a partial tilting
module. Let M g T and consider the sequence
0 ª t M ª M ª Mrt M ª 0.T T
 . HBy 1.4 , Mrt M g T . Since M g T, we have Mrt M g T so thatT T
H  . Mrt M g T l T . On the other hand, t M g Gen T . Hence T : E TT T
H  ..l T , Gen T . The reverse inclusion follows from the fact that both
H  .T l T and Gen T are contained in T, which is closed under extensions.
2.2. COROLLARY. Let A be an algebra and T be a partial tilting module.A
The map T ¬ T l T H induces an order-preser¨ ing bijection between the
 .complete lattice T T of all torsion classes in mod A ha¨ing T as an
Ext-projecti¨ e torsion module and the set of all torsion classes in T H , with
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X  X  .. Hin¨erse gi¨ en by T ¬ E T , Gen T . In particular, the torsion classes in T
form a complete lattice, and the abo¨e bijection is a lattice isomorphism.
Proof. This follows directly from the theorem.
2.3. In order to obtain a construction for torsion-free classes dual to
 .that obtained in 2.1 for torsion classes, we need to assume that T is such
that t T is a partial cotilting module. Combining both results, we obtain
the following theorem.
 .THEOREM A . Let A be an algebra.
 .a If T is a partial tilting module such that t T is a partial cotiltingA
 X X. H   X  ..module, and T , F is a torsion pair in T , then E T , Gen T ,
  . X..E Cogen t T , F is a torsion pair in mod A, for which T is an Ext-projec-
ti¨ e torsion module.
 .  .b Con¨ersely, if T, F is a torsion pair in mod A such that T is an
 .  HExt-projecti¨ e in T with pd T F 1, id t T F 1, then T s E T l T ,
 ..   . H.Gen T and F s E Cogen t T , F l T .
 .  .  X  ..Proof. a By 2.1 , T s E T , Gen T is a torsion class for which T is
 .Ext-projective. We claim that Hom M, N s 0 for all M g T and N g F.A
Consider the two short exact sequences
0 ª t M ª M ª Mrt M ª 0T T
and
0 ª r N ª N ª Nrr N ª 0.t N t T
H  .   ..Since r N g T and Nrr N g Cogen t T by the dual of 1.4 , wet T t T
 .  .have Hom t M, r N s 0 and Hom t M, Nrr N s 0. Conse-A T t T A T t T
 . X Xquently, Hom t M, N s 0. Similarly, Mrt M g T and r N g FA T T t T
 . Hyield Hom Mrt M, r N s 0, while Mrt M g T and Nrr N gA T t T T t T
 .Cogen t T give
Hom Mrt M , Nrr N s 0. .A T t T
 .Consequently, Hom Mrt M, N s 0. Hence, applying the functorA T
 .  .Hom y, N to the first sequence above yields Hom M, N s 0.A A
This shows that all the modules in F are torsion-free with respect to the
torsion class T. Conversely, let N be torsion-free with respect to T and
consider the short exact sequence
0 ª r N ª N ª Nrr N ª 0.t T t T
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 . HBy the dual of 1.4 , r N g T . On the other hand, r N is torsion-freet T t T
 . < X Xwith respect to T. Hence Hom y, r N s 0 because T : T. Conse-TA t T
X  .  .quently, r N g F . Since, by 1.2 , Nrr N g Cogen t T , we infer thatt T t T
N g F.
 .  .b Apply 2.1 and its dual.
2.4. Since the perpendicular category of a partial tilting module TA
such that t T is a partial cotilting module is equivalent to the module
category of an algebra B with less isomorphism classes of simple modules,
the construction of the theorem reduces the study of torsion pairs over A
to the study of torsion pairs over the smaller algebra B. In general, it is
not easy to construct B from T . If, however, T is projective, the followingA
holds.
 .COROLLARY. Let A be an algebra, T, F be a torsion pair in mod A,
and P s eA be a projecti¨ e torsion module. The image of the canonical
embedding mod ArAeA ¨ mod A equals P H and contains F.
1  . HProof. Since Ext P, y s 0, we have M g P if and only ifA
 .Hom P, M s 0 if and only if M is an ArAeA-module. Thus theA
embedding mod ArAeA ¨ mod A induces an equivalence mod ArAeA
H  .ª P . Moreover, t P s 0 implies Cogen t P s 0 so the latter equiva-Ä
Hlence induces an identification F l P s F.
2.5. We now show how the Ext-projective torsion modules are affected
by our construction.
PROPOSITION. Let A be an algebra, T be a torsion class in mod A, and T
be an Ext-projecti¨ e in T such that pd T F 1.
 .a If M is Ext-projecti¨ e in T, then Mrt M is Ext-projecti¨ e inT
T l T H .
 . Hb If T l T has no non-zero Ext-projecti¨ es, then each Ext-projec-
 .ti¨ e in T is Ext-projecti¨ e in Gen T .
 . Hc If L is Ext-projecti¨ e in T l T such that pd L F 1, then L is
1  .Ext-projecti¨ e in T if and only if Ext L, T s 0.A
 .Proof. a We consider the short exact sequence
0 ª t M ª M ª Mrt M ª 0.T T
We know that Mrt M g T l T H . Thus let N g T l T H . Applying theT
 .functor Hom y, N to the above sequence yields an exact sequenceA
Hom t M , N ª Ext1 Mrt M , N ª Ext1 M , N . .  .  .A T A T A
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H  . 1  . <Now N g T gives Hom t M, N s 0 and Ext M, y s 0 givesTA T A
1  .Ext M, N s 0. The statement follows at once.A
 .  .b Let M be Ext-projective in T. Since, by a , Mrt M is Ext-pro-T
H  .jective in T l T , we have Mrt M s 0. Hence M s t M g Gen TT T
and it is obviously Ext-projective.
 . 1  .c If L is Ext-projective in T, then clearly Ext L, T s 0. Con-A
versely, let L be Ext-projective in T l T H and such that pd L F 1 and
1  .Ext L, T s 0. Let N g T and consider the short exact sequenceA
0 ª t N ª N ª Nrt N ª 0.T T
 .Applying the functor Hom L, y yields an exact sequenceA
Ext1 L, t N ª Ext1 L, N ª Ext1 L, Nrt N . .  .  .A T A A T
1  . 1  .Since Ext L, T s 0 and pd L F 1, we have Ext L, t N s 0. Since LA A T
H H   ..is Ext-projective in T l T and Nrt N g T l T by 1.4 , we haveT
1 1 .  .Ext L, Nrt N s 0. Hence Ext L, N s 0.A T A
2.6. EXAMPLES. Let R be a local algebra. Then mod R contains exactly
 .two torsion pairs. Indeed, if T, F is such a pair that T / 0, then T
contains the unique simple R-module. Since T is closed under extensions,
we have T s mod R and F s 0.
Let now A be an algebra having n isomorphism classes of simple
modules, and T be a partial tilting module such that t T is a partial
cotilting module and which has m isomorphism classes of indecomposable
summands, then T H is equivalent to mod B, where B is an algebra having
n y m isomorphism classes of simple modules.
 .  .a If T is an almost complete tilting module that is, m s n y 1
then there exist exactly two torsion classes in mod A having T as Ext-pro-
jective module.
 .b If B is representation-finite, then there exist only finitely many
torsion classes in mod A having T as Ext-projective module. If B is
hereditary, then also the converse holds for, if B is representation-in-
finite, each of the tilting B-modules tylB , with l G 0, generates a torsionB
.class in mod B .
3. POSTPROJECTIVE TORSION MODULES
3.1. We now wish to show that the study of torsion pairs in the module
category of an algebra having a postprojective component such that not all
postprojective modules are torsion-free can be reduced to the study of
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torsion pairs satisfying the assumptions of our theorem. In order to do this,
we must find a postprojective Ext-projective torsion module.
LEMMA. Let A be an algebra ha¨ing a postprojecti¨ e component P and
 .T, F be a torsion pair in mod A for which not all modules in P are
torsion-free. Then there exist minimal Ext-projecti¨ e torsion modules in P,
that is, indecomposable Ext-projecti¨ e torsion modules in P ha¨ing all their
proper predecessors torsion-free.
Proof. We first observe that, if M f F, the torsion submodule tM of M
is non-zero and the monomorphism tM ª M shows that M has a prede-
cessor in T. Now, if M g P, any predecessor of M belongs to P, hence
our assumption implies that P contains indecomposable torsion modules.
Let T be an indecomposable torsion module in P which is minimal in T0
in the sense that T g T but no proper predecessor of T belongs to T.0 0
This implies that any proper predecessor M of T belongs to F indeed, if0
this is not the case, tM / 0 and is a proper predecessor of T , a contradic-0
.tion to the minimality of T . In particular, t T g F so that T is0 0 0
Ext-projective in T.
3.2. From now on, and until the end of this paper, we consider the case
where A is hereditary. In this case, the Auslander]Reiten quiver
 .G mod A of A consists of a postprojective component P, a preinjective
component I, and a set R of regular components. If A is tame, then R
 . w xconsists of an infinite family of stable tubes R ; see 20, 21 . We usel lg L
freely this notation in the following.
 .LEMMA. Let A be a hereditary algebra, and T, F be a torsion pair in
mod A.
 .a If there exists an indecomposable postprojecti¨ e torsion module,
 .then each component of G mod A contains at most finitely many isomor-
phism classes of indecomposable torsion-free modules.
 .b If A is wild and there exists an indecomposable regular torsion-free
module, then P l T is finite.
 . ytProof. a Let M s t P g T with t G 0 and P indecomposable pro-
jective. If N g F, we have
0 s Hom M , N ª Hom t tM , t tN s Hom P , t tN .  .  .ÄA A A
so that t tN is not sincere. The statement follows from the fact that each
 .component of G mod A contains at most finitely many isomorphism
classes of indecomposable modules which are not sincere and there are at
most finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable postprojective
t .modules N such that t N s 0 .
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 . ytb Let M s t P g T with t G 0 and P indecomposable projective.
 t . tIf N g F is regular, we again have Hom P, t N s 0 so that t N is notA
w  .x  .sincere. By 15, 1.3 , the same argument as in a finishes the proof.
 .Remark. The statement of b is not true for tame hereditary algebras:
consider for instance the case of a torsion theory induced by a tilting
 w  .x.module having both postprojective and regular summands see 11, 3.3 .
3.3. We now show that torsion pairs over hereditary algebras having
infinitely many postprojective torsion modules are induced by tilting mod-
w xules and are of the type studied by Hoshino in 12 .
PROPOSITION. Let A be a representation-infinite hereditary algebra, and
 .T, F be a torsion pair in mod A. Then T contains infinitely many isomor-
 .phism classes of indecomposable postprojecti¨ e modules if and only if T, F
is induced by a tilting module without non-zero preinjecti¨ e direct summands
and F is finite.
 .If we assume additionally A to be wild, then T, F is induced by a
postprojecti¨ e tilting module.
Proof. Assume first that P l T is infinite.
We claim that all preinjective modules are torsion. Indeed, it suffices, by
 .the dual of 3.1 , to show that there is no indecomposable torsion-free
 .module M in the preinjective component. By the dual of 3.2 , it follows
from the fact that P l T is infinite that such a module M cannot exist.
Assume A to be tame. For any non-zero postprojective module M, and
 .any non-zero homogeneous module N, we have Hom M, N / 0. There-A
fore, torsion-free indecomposable regular modules must belong to the
 .  .finitely many non-homogeneous components. Since, by 3.2 , each com-
ponent contains at most finitely many isomorphism classes of indecompos-
w x  .able torsion-free modules, this implies that F is finite. By 12 , T, F is
induced by a tilting module. Since, moreover, all preinjective modules are
 .torsion, the tilting module inducing T, F has no non-zero preinjective
summands.
 .Assume A to be wild. By 3.2 , there is no non-zero regular torsion-free
module. Consequently, all torsion-free modules are postprojective and
w x  .hence F is finite. By 12 , T, F is induced by a tilting module. Since all
 .torsion-free modules are postprojective, the tilting module inducing T, F
is also postprojective.
 .Conversely, let T, F be a torsion pair induced by a tilting module
without non-zero preinjective direct summands which is postprojective if
.A is wild and such that F is finite. The conclusion that P l T is infinite
w  .xfollows from 11, 3.2 if A is tame, and from the fact that the tilting
module is postprojective if A is wild.
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4. SPLITTING TORSION PAIRS
4.1. We now give a complete classification of the splitting torsion pairs
over a hereditary algebra. We start with two lemmata, the first of which is
 w x.the following compare with 16, Section 1
 .LEMMA. Let A be hereditary, and T, F be a torsion pair in mod A. Let
T be the direct sum of a complete set of representati¨ es of the isomorphism
classes of the indecomposable Ext-projecti¨ es in T, and M be an indecompos-
able module in F, then:
 .  y1 . y1a The torsion submodule t t M of t M is Ext-projecti¨ e in T.
 . y1  y1 .b t M g F if and only if Hom T , t M s 0.A
 . y1Proof. a If M is Ext-injective in F, then t M g T and is Ext-projec-
tive, so there is nothing to prove. Assume thus that M is not Ext-injective
 .in F in particular, M is not injective .
1  .Applying the left exact functor t s D Ext y, A to the canonicalA
y1  .sequence for t M in the torsion pair T, F
0 ª t ty1M ª ty1M ª ty1Mrt ty1M ª 0 .  .
  y1 ..gives a monomorphism t t t M ª M. Since M g F, we have
  y1 ..  y1 .t t t M g F. Therefore t t M g T is Ext-projective in T.
 .  y1 .  y1 . y1b Since t t M g add T , the monomorphism t t M ª t M
 y1 .  y1 .and the condition Hom T , t M s 0 imply that t t M s 0, that is,A
y1 y1  y1 .t M g F. Conversely, if t M g F, it is obvious that Hom T , t M sA
0.
 .4.2. LEMMA. Let A be hereditary, T, F be a splitting torsion pair in
mod A, and M be an indecomposable Ext-projecti¨ e in T.
 .a If there exists an irreducible morphism M ª N with N indecompos-
able, then N or t N is Ext-projecti¨ e in T.
 .b If there exists an irreducible morphism L ª M with L indecompos-
able, then L or ty1L is Ext-projecti¨ e in T.
 .  .  .Proof. We only prove a , since the proof of b is similar. Since T, F
is splitting and M g T, then N g T as well. If N is projective or t N g F,
then N is Ext-projective in T. We may thus assume that t N is non-zero
and in T. If t N is projective, then it is Ext-projective in T. If t N is not
projective, then M is not projective either and there exists an irreducible
morphism t 2N ª t M. Since M is Ext-projective in T, we have t M g F.
2Consequently, t N g F as well, so that t N is Ext-projective in T.
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w x4.3. We use the following notation from 21 : letting C , D be module
 .classes in mod A such that Hom M, N s 0 for all M g D and N g C ,A
we then denote by C k D the module class whose indecomposable objects
belong to C or to D.
 .THEOREM. Let A be a hereditary algebra and T, F be a splitting torsion
pair in mod A.
 .a If T has no non-zero Ext-projecti¨ es, then A is representation-in-
finite and:
 .  .i If A is tame, then either T s 0 and F s mod A or there exists a
 .  .subset S : L such that ind F s P k E R and ind T s E Rlg S l lf S l
k I.
 .  .  .ii If A is wild, then either T s 0 and F s mod A or T, F is
one of the following two torsion pairs:
ind T s I and ind F s P k R or ind T s R k I and ind F s P.
 .b If T has non-zero Ext-projecti¨ es, then these all belong to P or to
 .I. If A is representation-infinite and all Ext-projecti¨ es belong to P or to I
 . then T, F is induced by a slice module considered as a tilting or cotilting,
.  .respecti¨ ely module. If A is representation-finite, then T, F is induced by a
slice module considered as a tilting or a cotilting module.
 .  .Proof. a Assume that T, F is a splitting torsion pair with T non-zero
and without non-zero Ext-projectives. Then A is representation-infinite
and the postprojective component P is entirely contained in F: indeed, if
 .this is not the case, there exists, by 3.1 , an Ext-projective torsion module
in P, a contradiction. We now show that I : T. Assume that this is not
 .the case. By the dual of 3.1 , there exists an indecomposable Ext-injective
N in F which is preinjective. Then N must be injective for, otherwise,
y1 .t N would be a nonzero Ext-projective torsion module, a contradiction .
 . <Since Hom y, N s 0, no sincere indecomposable is torsion. HenceTA
every sincere indecomposable is torsion-free, so I contains a complete
 .slice entirely consisting of torsion-free modules. By 4.1 , M g F implies
ty1M g F. Hence DA g F so that F s mod A and T s 0, a contradiction
which shows that I : T.
We now consider the case of the regular modules. Let M g F be
regular. Since F is closed under submodules, we may assume M to be
 . ylquasi-simple. By 4.1 , t M g F for all l G 0. Thus, if A is tame, all the
quasi-simples in the tube containing M are in F and, since F is closed
under extensions, the whole tube lies in F. Since distinct tubes in R are
pairwise orthogonal, this implies the existence of a subset S : L such that
 .  .ind F s P k E R while ind T s E R k I. Assume now thatlg S l lf S l
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yl w xA is wild. Since t M g F for all l G 0 and, by 13, Proposition 1 , F is
closed under the action of t , all the modules in the t-orbit of M belong to
F and thus so does the whole component, because F is closed under
w  .xextensions. By 6, 3.1 , this implies that all the regular components belong
to F, that is, R : F. Dually, the existence of a regular torsion module
implies that R : T.
 .  .b Assume now that T, F is a splitting torsion theory such that T
is non-zero and has non-zero Ext-projectives. We first consider the case
where A is representation-infinite. We claim that no indecomposable
regular module is Ext-projective in T. Indeed, if M is such a module, and
 .its quasi-length is l say , there exists an indecomposable regular module
of quasi-length l q 1 which is also Ext-projective in T: for, let M ª N be
 .an irreducible morphism with N of quasi-length l q 1 then, by 4.2 , either
N or t N is Ext-projective in T. This implies the existence of an indecom-
posable Ext-projective in T which is regular of quasi-length n y 1, where
n is the number of isomorphism classes of simple A-modules, and this is
w ximpossible because such a module, by 14 , should have self-extensions.
 .Assume that P contains a torsion module. By 3.2 , P l F is finite and
 .  .hence P l T is infinite. By 3.3 , T, F is induced by a postprojective
w  .xtilting module U . By 2, 2.6 , U is the slice module of a separating slice.A A
Since A is hereditary, any separating slice in P is a complete slice in P.
If P contains no torsion module, the indecomposable Ext-projective
torsion modules all belong to I. For each such module M, we have that
t M is Ext-injective in F. The dual of the foregoing argument gives that
 .T, F is induced by the slice module of a complete slice in I, considered
as a cotilting module.
 .Suppose finally that A is representation-finite. By 3.1 , there exists an
Ext-projective torsion module M. Let U be a complete set of representa-
tives of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable Ext-projective torsion
 .  .modules in G mod A . If U intersects each t-orbit, it follows from 4.2
w  .x  .that it is a section in the sense of 8, 2.6 , so that T, F is induced by the
tilting module given by the sum of the modules on U. Assume that this is
not the case, that is, that there exists a t-orbit containing no Ext-projective
torsion module. Clearly, this t-orbit could be chosen so that a neighbour-
ing t-orbit contains an Ext-projective torsion module. Thus let L be such
that its t-orbit contains no Ext-projective torsion module, and there exists
an irreducible morphism L ª M, with M an Ext-projective torsion mod-
 . y1ule. By 4.2 , L or t L is Ext-injective in T. Now the t-orbit of L contains
no Ext-projective in T, hence it lies completely in F. Consequently, L is
injective and in F, and is therefore Ext-injective in F. Let V be a
complete set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of the indecom-
posable Ext-injectives in F. We have shown that each V g V is either
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injective or of the form t U, with U g U. Hence V intersects each t-orbit
 . wand it follows from the dual of 4.2 that it is a section in the sense of 8,
 .x  .2.6 . Consequently, T, F is induced by the cotilting module given by the
sum of the modules on V .
5. TORSION PAIRS WITHOUT POSTPROJECTIVE
TORSION MODULES
5.1. We now study the case where no postprojective module is torsion.
 .  .By 3.1 , all postprojective modules are torsion-free. By 3.1 again, either
the torsion class is zero or the algebra is representation-infinite. We use
the following notation: let M be a quasi-simple regular module over a wild
 .   ..hereditary algebra, then we denote by M ª or ª M the right cone
 .or the left cone determined by M, that is, the set of all indecomposable
modules N such that there exists a sequence of irreducible morphisms
 .  w x.M ª ??? ª N or N ª ??? ª M, respectively see 15 . We also recall
w xfrom 18 that an indecomposable regular module E over the hereditary
algebra A is called elementary if tylE has no non-trivial regular submod-
ules for l large enough. It is shown there that every non-zero regular
module has a filtration with elementary factors.
 .LEMMA. Let A be a wild hereditary algebra, and T, F be a torsion pair
in mod A such that all postprojecti¨ e modules are in F. Then either all regular
  . .modules are torsion and T, F is splitting with ind F s P , or each regular
 .component contains a quasi-simple module M such that M ª : F.
w  .xProof. By 19, 2.3 , for any two non-zero regular modules M, N there
 yl .exists n g N such that l G n implies that Hom t M, N contains an0 0 A
 .  .epimorphism. Let T, F be a non-splitting torsion pair. By 4.3 , there
exists an indecomposable regular module N f T. The previous remark
 yi <implies that, for any indecomposable regular module M, the set t M i G
40 contains at most finitely many non-isomorphic torsion modules.
Let E be an elementary module. We have just seen that there exists
n g N such that l G n implies tylE f T. There also exists n g N such0 0 1
that l G n implies that tylE has no non-trivial regular submodule. Let1
 .n s max n , n and l G n. Consider the canonical sequence0 1
0 ª t tylE ª tylE ª tylErt tylE ª 0. .  .
yl  yl . ylSince t E f T, we have t t E / t E. Since all postprojective modules
 yl .  yl .are torsion-free, t t E g R. Since l G n G n , we infer that t t E s 0,1
that is, tylE g F.
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Since tylE g F for all l G n, and F is closed under extensions, we have
 yn .t E ª : F.
Let now M be a quasi-simple module. Then M has a filtration
0 s M m M m ??? m M s M0 1 t
such that E s M rM is elementary for each 0 - j F t. For each j,j j jy1
yl there exists m such that l G m implies t E g F. Let m s max m ,j j j 1
. yl. . . , m and l G m. The module t M has the filtrationt
0 s tylM m tylM m ??? m tylM s tylM0 1 t
yl yl yl with t M rt M ª t E because t is an equivalence on the subcate-Äj jy1 j
. ylgory of regular modules . Since F is closed under extensions and t E g Fj
yl  ym .for each j, we have t M g F for all l G m so that t M ª : F. This
implies the statement.
 .5.2. COROLLARY. Let A be a wild hereditary algebra and T, F be a
torsion pair in mod A such that P : F and I : T. Then either R : T or
  . .R : F and in each of these cases, T, F is splitting or else each regular
 .component contains quasi-simple modules M and N such that M ª : F
 .and ª N : T.
 . <5.3. A full subcategory C of mod A is called sincere if Hom P, y CA
/ 0 for each indecomposable projective A-module P.
 .LEMMA. Let A be an algebra, and T, F be a torsion pair in mod A
such that F has no nonzero Ext-injecti¨ es. Then F is sincere if and only if T
has no non-zero Ext-projecti¨ es.
Proof. We first note that T / 0 otherwise any injective module is
.Ext-injective in F . If P is Ext-projective in T, the hypothesis implies that
 . <t P s 0, that is, P is projective. Since P g T, we have Hom P, y s 0,FA
so F is not sincere. Conversely, if F is not sincere, there exists an
 . <indecomposable projective P such that Hom P, y s 0. In particular,FA A
P g T and hence is necessarily Ext-projective in T.
5.4. LEMMA. Let A be a representation-infinite hereditary algebra and
 .T, F be a torsion pair such that F is non-zero and has no non-zero
Ext-injecti¨ es. Then
 .a If A is tame, then T has no non-zero Ext-projecti¨ es.
 .b If A is wild, then the direct sum P of a complete set of representa-
ti¨ es of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable Ext-projecti¨ es in T is
 H . Hprojecti¨ e and T l P , F is a torsion pair in P such that there are no
non-zero Ext-projecti¨ e torsion modules and no non-zero Ext-injecti¨ e tor-
sion-free modules.
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Proof. Since F has no non-zero Ext-injectives, we have that T / 0 and
any Ext-projective in T is projective. Assume there exist non-zero Ext-pro-
jectives in T, and let P be the direct sum of a complete set of representa-
tives of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable Ext-projectives in T.
Then P s eA for some idempotent e g A. Letting AX s ArAeA, we have
H X H   ..P ª mod A and F : P see 2.4 , hence the torsion pair induced byÄ
 . H  H . XT, F in P is T l P , F . If A is tame, then A is representation-finite,
so F is finite. But this clearly implies that F has Ext-injectives, a
 .contradiction which proves a . Assume thus that A is wild. Since F has
no Ext-projectives in mod A, it has no Ext-injectives in mod AX either. On
the other hand, the construction of P implies that, if P s e A is an0 0
 .indecomposable projective module which is not in add P , then
 . <  X . <XHom e A, y / 0 so Hom e A , y / 0, which shows that F isF FA 0 A 0
X  . Hsincere as a full subcategory of mod A . By 5.3 , this implies that T l P
has no non-zero Ext-projectives.
5.5. The previous lemma shows that, if one is interested in torsion
pairs over a representation-infinite hereditary algebra such that all post-
projective modules are torsion-free and, dually, all preinjective modules
.are torsion , one should study the case in which the torsion pair has no
non-zero Ext-projective torsion modules and no non-zero Ext-injective
torsion-free modules.
 .THEOREM B . Let A be a representation-infinite hereditary algebra, and
 .T, F be a torsion pair in mod A such that P : F and I : T. Then T has
no non-zero Ext-projecti¨ es if and only if F has no non-zero Ext-injecti¨ es.
Moreo¨er, in this case:
 .  .a If A is tame, then T, F is splitting.
 .  .b If A is wild, then either T, F is splitting or else each regular
component C contains quasi-simple modules M and N such that ind F l C
 .  .s M ª and ind T l C s ª N .
Proof. Since P : F and I : T, no indecomposable Ext-projective in T
can be projective and no indecomposable Ext-injective in F can be
injective. Hence the fact that M is Ext-projective in T if and only if t M is
Ext-injective in F implies the stated equivalence. Assume that this equiva-
lence holds.
 .a Suppose that A is tame. Let M be a quasi-simple regular
A-module and consider its canonical sequence
0 ª tM ª M ª MrtM ª 0.
 .Either M g F or else tM / 0 and hence since P : F every indecompos-
able summand of tM is regular. Since M is quasi-simple, this implies that
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M s tM g T. So any quasi-simple regular module is either in T or in F.
Since T has no non-zero Ext-projectives, the quasi-simple modules at the
mouth of a given tube belong either all to T or all to F. Since T and F are
closed under extensions, any given tube lies entirely either in T or in F.
Hence there exists a set S : L such that ind T l R s E R whilelg S l
 .ind F l R s E R . Thus T, F is a splitting torsion pair.lf S l
 .  .  .b Suppose now that A is wild and T, F is not splitting. By 5.1 ,
each regular component C contains a quasi-simple module M such that
 .  .M ª : F. We may clearly choose M such that t M f F, that is, M ª
l  .  .is a maximal cone. This implies t M f F for all l G 1 by 4.1 b and the
hypothesis that T has no non-zero Ext-projective module. On the other
hand, if L g F is an indecomposable in C , there exists a unique quasi-
simple module K in C such that there exists a sectional path K ª ??? ª L.
 .Since this path consists of monomorphisms, K g F. Hence K g M ª
 .and consequently L g M ª . This shows the existence of a quasi-simple
 .module M such that ind F l C s M ª . Dually, there exists a quasi-sim-
 .ple module N such that ind T l C s ª N .
 .REMARK. If A is wild hereditary, and T, F is a torsion pair such that
P : F, I : T, and each regular component C contains quasi-simple
 .  .modules M and N such that ind F l C s M ª and ind T l C s ª N
then, conversely, T has no non-zero Ext-projectives equivalently, F has
.no non-zero Ext-injectives : indeed, if M g T is indecomposable Ext-pro-
jective, it follows from the hypothesis that M is regular, hence t M g F is
 .also regular, but then t M g ª M yields a contradiction.
5.6. PROPOSITION. Let A be a wild hereditary algebra. There exists a
 .torsion pair T, F in mod A such that P : F, I : T, and each regular
component C contains quasi-simple modules M and N such that ind F l C
 .  .s M ª and ind T l C s ª N .
Proof. Let U be a regular A-module such that t iU is sincere for all
i g Z, thus, if A has only two non-isomorphic simple modules, let U be an
arbitrary non-zero regular module, while, if A has at least three non-iso-
morphic simple modules, let U be a regular tilting module which exists by
w x. w x  .22, 7 . By 17 , there exists a positive integer t s t A such that for all
 .regular modules X and Y with Hom X, Y / 0 and all l G t, we haveA
 yl .Hom t X, Y / 0. If A has only two isomorphism classes of simpleA
modules, then t can be chosen equal to 1. Let V s [t t iU. Again, t jVis0
is sincere for all j g Z.
 .The class F s Ker Hom V, y is a torsion-free class. Denote by T theA
corresponding torsion class. We claim that I : T. If I ­ T, then there
 . iexists, by the dual of 3.1 , a torsion-free module of the form t I, where
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 i .i G 0 and I is indecomposable injective. However, Hom V, t I “˜A
 yi . yiHom t V, I / 0 because t V is sincere, and this contradicts the factA
that V g T. Consequently, I : T. On the other hand, since V is regular,
 .we also have P : F. Now we prove that T, F is not splitting. Since
 .obviously V f F but is regular, it suffices, by 4.3 , to show that there exist
w xregular torsion-free modules. However, by 17 , for each non-zero regular
 yl .module W we have Hom V, t W s 0 for l G 0 large enough, and thisA
implies our claim.
We next show that F contains no non-zero Ext-injective modules. Let
W be an indecomposable Ext-injective module in F. Thus W is reg-
 .  y1 .  y1 .ular, Hom V, W s 0, and Hom V, t W / 0 because t W g T .A A
 t i y1 .Since Hom [ t U, t W / 0, there exists 0 F i F t such thatA is0
 iq1 .  i y1 .  t iHom t U, W “ Hom t U, t W / 0. However, Hom [ t U,˜A A A is0
.  t y1 .W s 0. Therefore, necessarily, i s t, that is, Hom t U, t W / 0. Ap-A
t y1 .plying the definition of t s t A to X s t U, Y s t W and l s t, we
 y1 .  .deduce that Hom U, t W / 0. Hence Hom t U, W / 0 and this con-A A
 .tradicts Hom V, W s 0.A
 .  .It follows from our Theorem B that T, F satisfies the required
conditions.
REMARK. A torsion pair over a wild hereditary algebra satisfying the
conditions of the proposition may be visualised as
where the torsion part is shaded with , and the torsion-free part is
shaded as . One deduces the structure of the Auslander]Reiten
 .quivers of F and T: thus G F consists of the postprojective component P
 .and a family of right cones M “ , one for each regular component C.C
 .Dually, G T consists of the preinjective component I and a family of left
 .cones “ N , one for each regular component C.C
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